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Brand New Book. This book is an imagining. So begins this collection examining critical,
Indigenous-centered approaches to understanding gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer, and
Two-Spirit (GLBTQ2) lives and communities and the creative implications of queer theory in Native
studies. This book is not so much a manifesto as it is a dialogue--a writing in conversation --among a
luminous group of scholar-activists revisiting the history of gay and lesbian studies in Indigenous
communities while forging a path for Indigenouscentered theories and methodologies. The bold
opening to Queer Indigenous Studies invites new dialogues in Native American and Indigenous
studies about the directions and implications of queer Indigenous studies. The collection notably
engages Indigenous GLBTQ2 movements as alliances that also call for allies beyond their bounds,
which the co-editors and contributors model by crossing their varied identities, including Native,
trans, straight, non-Native, feminist, Two-Spirit, mixed blood, and queer, to name just a few. Rooted
in the Indigenous Americas and the Pacific, and drawing on disciplines ranging from literature to
anthropology, contributors to Queer Indigenous Studies call Indigenous GLBTQ2 movements and
allies to center an analysis that critiques the relationship between...
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Reviews
This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott
This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson
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